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Abstract. We show how the theory of the critical behaviour of d-dimensional
polymer networks of arbitrary topology can be generalized to the case of networks
confined by hyperplanes. This in particular encompasses the case of a single polymer
chain in a bridge configuration. We further define multi-bridge networks, where
several vertices are in local bridge configurations. We consider all cases of ordinary,
mixed and special surface transitions, and polymer chains made of self-avoiding
walks, or of mutually-avoiding walks, or at the tricritical Θ-point. In the Θ-point
case, generalising the good-solvent case, we relate the critical exponent for simple
bridges, γΘb , to that of terminally-attached arches, γ
Θ
11, and to the correlation length
exponent νΘ. We find γΘb = γ
Θ
11 + ν
Θ. In the case of the special transition, we
find γΘb (sp) =
1
2 [γ
Θ
11(sp) + γ
Θ
11] + ν
Θ. For general networks, the explicit expression
of configurational exponents then naturally involve bulk and surface exponents for
multiple random paths. In two-dimensions, we describe their Euclidean exponents from
a unified perspective, using Schramm-Loewner Evolution (SLE) in Liouville quantum
gravity (LQG), and the so-called KPZ relation between Euclidean and LQG scaling
dimensions. This is done in the case of ordinary, mixed and special surface transitions,
and of the Θ-point. We provide compelling numerical evidence for some of these results
both in two- and three-dimensions.
Keywords: Polymer networks, confinement, bridges, surface transitions,
self-avoiding walks, mutually-avoiding random walks, tricritical Θ-point,
conformal invariance, Schramm-Loewner Evolution, Liouville quantum
gravity, KPZ relation.
In celebration of the achievements of our dear colleague Joel L. Lebowitz.
1. Introduction
1.1. A brief history
Long polymer chains in a good solvent can be modelled in the continuum by the
celebrated Edwards model [81], or, in a discrete setting, as self-avoiding walks (SAWs)
on a lattice. It is well-known that they constitute a critical system. This was originally
recognized in a breakthrough paper by P.-G. de Gennes [88] (which was part of his
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1991 Nobel Prize in Physics) through their equivalence to a magnetic n-component spin
model, with O(n) symmetry, in the limit n → 0. This allowed him to obtain the size
and configuration critical exponents ν and γ of a single polymer chain, such that for
N → +∞,
R2 ∝ N2ν , (1)
Z ∝ µNNγ−1, (2)
where R2 is the averaged square end-to-end distance of a chain of N monomers, and Z its
partition function in a continuum model, or its self-avoiding configuration number in the
lattice setting (up to translations) [85, 91]. The constant µ is the connective constant,
or growth constant which is model-dependent, and whose existence was established by
Hammersley in the lattice case [96]. In the magnetic n-component model, ν and µ are
the universal correlation length and susceptibility exponents, which depend solely on
n and the space dimension d. Scaling expressions such as (1) and (2) are expected to
hold up to fixed but non-universal amplitude factors. The ε-expansions of ν, γ in space
dimension d = 4 − ε were then obtained in the famous Wilson-Fisher renormalization
group approach [145] to the (ϕ2)2 interacting theory of a n-component field ϕ, taken
in the n → 0 limit in the polymer case [88]. This original field theoretic approach was
successfully extended to the case of polymer solutions by J. des Cloizeaux [27] (see also
[128, 129, 146]), who later invented a direct renormalization method [28, 29, 30] for the
canonical Edwards model, which had the great advantage of being both geometrically
intuitive and efficient, and was shown to be equivalent to that of field theory [15, 48]. The
so-called Flory Θ-point, where the solvent quality suddenly decreases [85], corresponds to
a tricritical phase transition [89] and to a (ϕ2)3 interacting theory of a n-component field
ϕ, still in the n→ 0 limit [90, 46]. (For a recent mathematical study, see [10, 11]). The
corresponding canonical Edwards model with 3-body interactions is itself amenable to a
direct renormalization method [47, 15, 49, 30]. Extensive Neutron and Light scattering
experiments were performed on polymer solutions in the 70’s, which neatly confirmed
scaling and renormalization theories [24, 25]. Comprehensive monographs are [30, 126].
In the case of two-dimensional self-avoiding walks, a breakthrough occurred in 1982,
when B. Nienhuis [116, 117] (see also [21]) used a mapping of the O(n) model on the
hexagonal lattice to a Coulomb gas to predict the exact (albeit non-rigorous) values of
the critical exponents,
ν = 3/4, γ = 43/32. (3)
Another unexpected approach came in 1988 from so-called two-dimensional quantum
gravity when Knizhnik, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov discovered the celebrated KPZ
relation between critical exponents in the plane and those on a random lattice
[100, 32, 39], via the use of Liouville quantum gravity (LQG) [120]. It allowed in
particular another derivation of SAW’s exponents (3) from a direct computation on
a random lattice [66, 67].
Finally, one should mention the groundbreaking invention in 1999 of Stochastic
Loewner Evolution (SLE) by Oded Schramm [130], which was a game-changer for
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the mathematical approach to the two-dimensional statistical mechanics of critical
phenomena. It has already resulted in the attribution of two Fields Medals, in 2006
to Wendelin Werner for his work with Greg Lawler and Oded Schramm on Brownian
intersection exponents [106, 107, 108] and the Mandelbrot conjecture [109], and in 2010
to Stanislav Smirnov for his proof of the convergence on the hexagonal lattice of site
percolation interfaces to SLE6 [135], and Ising model interfaces to SLE3 [136, 22].
Interestingly, while planar self-avoiding walks are strongly expected to converge in
the continuum to SLE8/3 [110], a proof has so far eluded even the best mathematical
minds. Notice, however, that Nienhuis’ 1982 famous prediction that the SAW connective
constant equals µ =
√
2 +
√
2 on the hexagonal lattice was proven 30 years later [45]!
(See also [12] for the corresponding SAW critical adsorption fugacity 1 +
√
2).
1.2. Higher polymer topologies
1.2.1. Stars. Outside the usual linear chain case, other polymer topologies are possible,
the most natural one being that of a star SL, made up of L self- and mutually avoiding
arms of similar or equal lengths N . While the typical size of a star still scales like N ν ,
the star partition function or number of configurations (up to translations) now behaves
for N → +∞ as,
Z (SL) ∝ µLNNγSL−1, (4)
where µ is the same connective constant as in the linear chain case (2) [144], whereas γSL
is a critical exponent characteristic of the star topology, directly linked to the presence
of an L-leg vertex. The single-chain case corresponds to L = 1, and γS1 = γ. For L = 2,
one has a two-leg star which is still a single linear polymer, hence γS2 = γ. For L ≥ 3,
the γSL ’s constitute a new set of independent critical exponents. In two-dimensions for
instance, their values were predicted via conformal invariance methods and Coulomb-gas
methods [50, 123] to be
γSL − 1 =
1
64
(
4 + 9L(3− L)), (5)
in good agreement with the numerical results of exact enumeration and Monte-Calo
techniques [111, 144]. For L = 1, 2, one recovers γ as in (3).
Another illustrative example is that of a uniform star at the Θ-point in three
dimensions, which is the upper-tricritical dimension, where only logarithmic corrections
to Brownian or random walk behavior occur. Its partition function can be shown via a
direct renormalization of the relevant Edwards model to scale as [52],
ZΘ (SL) ∝ µΘLN(logN)− 122(
L
3),
where µΘ is the (model-dependent) connective constant at the Θ-point, and where the
log-power is expected to be universal.
Beyond that of stars and combs [87, 111, 144], the most general case of self-avoiding
or Θ-point polymer networks of arbitrary but fixed topologies was considered in any
dimension via an extensive treatment of their configurational critical exponents, and
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published thirty years ago in the same Journal of Statistical Physics [55]. It elaborated
on the results of earlier Letters, the first one covering the bulk case in a good solvent
[50], motivated by the results of [123] in two-dimensions, and followed by extensions to
networks at the ordinary surface transition, or at the Θ-point [71, 72, 52]. The present
article can be seen as a distant-in-time sequel to these works.
R ∼ Nν
⊗ ⊗
γb
γ11
Figure 1: A polymer chain of length N anchored at a surface, in bridge configurations
below an hyperplane, with entropic exponent γb (left), and in surface arch configurations
with entropic exponent γ11 (right). In each case, and to eliminate overall translational
invariance, one (and only one) vertex (⊗) is fixed along the surface. Compared to the
motion of the second surface vertex in the arch configuration, the top-most vertex of
the bridge configuration is free to move along a further direction perpendicular to the
surface, by distances of order R ∼ Nν , resulting in the simple scaling law γb = γ11 + ν.
1.2.2. Boundaries and bridges. We recently revisited this theory to show that it can be
extended to describe the statistics of self-avoiding walks in bridge or worm configurations
[65]. As a result, the bridge configurational exponent was shown to equal
γb = γ11 + ν, (6)
where γ11 is the usual configurational arch surface exponent at the ordinary surface
transition corresponding to Dirichlet boundary conditions. The simple geometrical
argument for this identity is recalled in Fig. 1. In the presence of increasingly attractive
surface interactions, a special surface phase transition may occur, where the chain
contracts towards the surface, just before collapsing onto it. At this special transition
point, the bridge exponent is
γb(sp) =
1
2
[γ11(sp) + γ11] + ν, (7)
where γ11(sp) is now the special transition arch surface exponent [65]. The worm
configurational exponent was found to obey γ = γw + ν, where γ is the usual entropic
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exponent of a bulk SAW. The shift by ν here, as well as in Eqs. 6 and 7, is brought about
by the same mechanism as that described in Fig. 1. These results were based on the
general theory yielding the configurational critical exponents associated with polymer
networks of any topology, to which we now turn.
⊗⊗
Gb GS
Figure 2: Polymer networks interacting with a surface. To eliminate overall translational
invariance, one (and only one) vertex (⊗) is fixed along the surface. Both networks have
N = 8 lines, with respective lengths all scaling like N , with N → ∞. Both networks
possess 4 bulk vertices, of which n1 = 1 has one line, and n3 = 3 have three lines
attached. Network GS on the right has 3 surface vertices, nS1 = 1 with one leg, nS2 = 1
with two legs, and nS3 = 1 with three legs. Network Gb on the left is in a bridge
configuration. It has the same surface vertices, except for the 3-leg surface vertex being
replaced by the (top-most) 3-leg bridge vertex.
1.2.3. General configurational exponents. Consider surface-attached polymer networks
such as those represented in Fig. 2. One arbitrary boundary vertex is fixed to eliminate
overall translations. The partition function or number of configurations of such a self-
avoiding (monodisperse) d-dimensional polymer network GS, made of N chains of equal
lengths N , is given for N → +∞ by an expression similar to (2) and (4),
Z (GS) ∝ µNNNγGS−1, (8)
with the same the growth constant µ as in the single chain case. The configurational
critical exponent γGS is given by the explicit exact formula [50, 71, 55],
γGS = ν
[
dV + (d− 1)(VS − 1)−
∑
L≥1
(nLxL + n
S
Lx
S
L)
]
− (N − 1). (9)
Here V is the number of bulk vertices, VS is the number of surface vertices, nL is the
number of L-leg vertices floating in the bulk, while nSL is the number of L-leg vertices
on or constrained close to, the surface. N denotes the number of chains in the network.
The intuitive meaning of formula (9) for such a configurational exponent γGS is clear:
the first two terms correspond, via the correlation lengh exponent ν, to the Euclidean
phase space of the (bulk and surface) vertices of the network, the xL and x
S
L (universal)
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critical exponents correspond to the entropic reduction in phase space induced by both
linkage and self- or mutual-avoidance in each L-star vertex, and the last term, N − 1,
corresponds to the constraint of monodispersity in the N arms of the network (i.e., their
respective lengths, or monomer numbers, all scale like N , with N → +∞).
For an unconstrained network G in the bulk, with no surface attached vertices, dV
must be replaced by d(V−1), as otherwise one is counting all translates, and the formula
simply becomes
γG = ν
[
d(V − 1)−
∑
L≥1
nLxL
]
− (N − 1). (10)
For an illustrative example, let us return to the star bulk case G := SL, for which
V = L+ 1, N = L, n1 = L, and nL = 1. Eq. (10) then gives
γSL = ν(Ld− Lx1 − xL)− (L− 1).
For L = 1, 2, we have
γS1 = ν(d− 2x1); γS2 = ν(2d− 2x1 − x2)− 1. (11)
Since γS1 = γS2 = γ, we have ν(d − x2) = 1, hence the known identity x2 = d − 1/ν
[117, 55].
A non-trivial result, of course, is that such a reduction in (9) or (10) to individual
vertices holds true; it can be obtained in 2 dimensions from conformal field theory
[50, 71, 55], or from a two-dimensional quantum gravity approach [66, 67]. In generic
dimension d, one resorts to the multiplicative renormalization theory of polymer
networks [55, 127], which is an extension of that of polymer chains [28, 29, 30, 126].
The values of the universal critical exponents ν, xL and x
S
L naturally all depend on
the space dimension and on the universality class of the polymer problem considered:
SAWs, polymer chains at the Θ-point, or mutually-avoiding random walks, and,
concerning the surface case, ordinary or special transition boundary conditions. All
these values will be made precise below. One of the aims of this work is to present these
exponents in the two-dimensional case, often initially derived in theoretical physics
from Coulomb gas, conformal invariance or Bethe Ansatz methods, from a more unified
perspective, and in particular to place them in broader families of critical exponents,
that can be derived within the recent SLE and Liouville Quantum Gravity mathematical
frameworks [61, 69, 78].
Note that the simplest case where the multiplicative renormalization theory
presented above can be established in a straightforward way is that of Brownian networks
made up of simple random walks, or, in the continuum, Brownian chains. In this case,
the scaling exponent ν = 1/2, and the bulk and Dirichlet surface L-leg exponents are
(see, e.g., [53])
xBL =
L
2
(d− 2), xS,BL =
L
2
d. (12)
Note their proportionality to L, coming from the statistical independence of Brownian
paths. In this case, formulae (9) and (10) can be reduced to simpler expressions, using
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the topological identities for the total chain number N , independent loop number L ,
and bulk and surface vertex numbers V and VS,
N = 1
2
∑
L≥1
L(nL + n
S
L), L =
1
2
∑
L≥1
(L− 2)(nL + nSL) + 1, (13)
V =
∑
L≥1
nL, VS =
∑
L≥1
nSL. (14)
For a pure bulk Brownian network, this together with (12) gives for Eq. (10)
γBG − 1 = −L d/2, (15)
a well-known result in the computation of polymer Feynman diagrams (see, e.g., [53, 55]).
When the Brownian network is attached onto a Dirichlet surface, one finds for (9) [55,
Section 6]
γBGS − 1 = −L d/2−
1
2
(VS − 1)− 1
2
LS, (16)
where LS :=
∑
L≥1 Ln
S
L is the number of chains terminally touching the surface.
2. Polymer networks and bridges
2.1. Bridges
A bridge configuration Gb in a polymer network anchored to a surface appear when a
given L-leg vertex is the top-most point of the network (Fig. 2, left). This constraint
is equivalent to the appearance of a movable virtual top-most hyperplane, contributing
in Eq. (9) a boundary exponent xSL, as in the right-most polymer network GS in Fig. 2
that results from the topological move as represented in Fig. 3. However, because the
virtual top-most hyperplane is movable, the said top-most L-vertex in Gb contributes
one unit to the number V of bulk vertices in Eq. (9), whereas the boundary vertex in
GS contributes one unit to the number VS of boundary vertices in Eq. (9). We thus
have in all generality for the pair of networks in Figs. 2, 3,
γGb = γGS + ν, (17)
which yields a direct generalisation of identity (7).
2.2. Multi-bridges
The bridge theory presented so far can be extended to multi-bridge network
configurations. These are defined only locally : a given L-vertex is said to be an L-
multi-bridge if each of the L chains attached to it stay below (or above) the vertex at
least up to the second vertex to which it is bound. An example is given in Fig. 4.
Such a multi-bridge vertex contributes a term −νxSL, together with a free-volume term
+νd, to the entropic exponent γG. Denoting by nbL the numbers of L-bridge vertices,
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⊗
Gb
GS
Figure 3: Transformation of the bridge polymer network Gb into a surface network GS
in Fig. 2. The single extra spatial degree of freedom of the movable hyperplane of the
(3-leg) bridge vertex with respect to the corresponding (3-leg) surface vertex induces
the simple scaling relation of the respective configuration exponents, γGb = γGS + ν.
⊗
Gb
Figure 4: A multi-bridge polymer network Gb anchored at a surface. To eliminate overall
translational invariance, one (and only one) vertex (⊗) is fixed along the surface. This
network has nb1 = 1 single bridge vertex and n
b
3 = 1 3-leg bridge vertex, where the
polymer strands are locally confined below their respective hyperplanes (e.g., up to the
next connected vertices). The lengths of the N = 11 chains of the network all scale like
N , with N →∞.
we therefore arrive at a more general form of the entropic exponent of a multi-bridge
network Gb,
γGb = ν
[
dV + (d− 1)(VS − 1)−
∑
L≥1
(
nLxL + (n
S
L + n
b
L)x
S
L
)]− (N − 1), (18)
where now the bulk and surface vertex numbers are, respectively,
V =
∑
L≥1
(nL + n
b
L), VS =
∑
L≥1
nSL. (19)
2.3. Special transition
If there is an attractive surface fugacity a = exp(−/kBT ), where  is the energy
associated with a monomer of the walk lying in the surface, then this has no effect
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on the critical point or critical exponent of the network provided that a is less than its
critical value ac > 1, where ac is called the critical fugacity. Precisely at the critical
fugacity, the exponent changes discontinuously. This is called the special transition,
and the corresponding expression to Eq. (9) follows straightforwardly by replacing the
Dirichlet scaling dimensions xSL by their values at the special transition, x
S
L(sp). This
extension to the case of polymer networks at the special transition in two-dimensions
was given in [4], who also included the mixed case of some surface vertices being at the
critical fugacity and others not. In this mixed case, the general formula (9), as well as
the multi-bridge one (18) obviously generalize to
γGS = ν
[
dV + (d− 1)(VS − 1)−
∑
L≥1
(
nLxL + n
S
Lx
S
L + n
S
L(sp)x
S
L(sp)
)]− (N − 1), (20)
γGb = ν
[
dV + (d− 1)(VS − 1)−
∑
L≥1
(
nLxL + (n
S
L + n
b
L)x
S
L + n
S
L(sp)x
S
L(sp)
)]− (N −1),
(21)
where nSL(sp) represents the number of surface L-leg vertices at the special transition
point, and where now V = ∑L≥1 (nL + nbL) and VS = ∑L≥1 (nSL + nSL(sp)).
For a > ac the location of the critical point varies monotonically with a, and the
exponents change to integers, corresponding to poles in the generating function. In
this paper we will only consider the situation a ≤ ac, which corresponds to the most
interesting physics.
2.4. A consistency check
A peculiar case in the network-multibridge theory presented here is that of local extremal
points along the chains making up the network (Fig. 5). Even though they fleetingly
appear in the configuration space, they can be considered as genuine two-leg vertices
associated with a local bridge point (i.e., a local top-most or bottom-most point). Each
then should contribute a −νxS2 Dirichlet surface term, together with a usual volume term
+νd to configuration exponent γGS (10). However, it is a fundamental fact [55, Section
6.5.1] (see also [38]) that in any dimension d, the two-leg ordinary transition surface
exponent for a polymer chain with excluded volume takes its Brownian or random walk
value (12)
xS2 = x
S,B
2 = d. (22)
This also holds for polymer chains at the Θ-point, as we shall see below. Thus, the two
contributions exactly cancel, and extremal points along a chain yield no contribution to
the entropy of the chain, as it must. Note that this argument can be reversed to yield
the simplest proof that one necessarily has, for Dirichlet ordinary boundary conditions,
the 2-leg surface exponent xS2 ≡ d, irrespective of the universality class of the polymer
chain (SAW, Θ-point, Brownian).
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⊗
Figure 5: Consistency check of the scaling theory of local bridges: Any local extremum
along an anchored polymer chain (which may be part of a larger network GS), can be seen
as a virtual two-leg bridge vertex, yielding a reduced-entropy contribution −νxS2 = −νd
to γG in Eq. (9), together with a volume contribution +νd due to its bulk degrees
of freedom, in effect yielding no overall contribution. The same is true in Θ-point
conditions where xS,Θ2 = d also holds.
3. Multiple-path critical exponents
In this section, we first briefly recall the values of bulk exponents xL, surface exponents
xSL, and special surface exponents x
S
L(sp), as well as some generalisations of them. In
a second step, in the two-dimensional case, we provide a direct, general technique
[61, 69] to compute them with the help of Liouville quantum gravity (LQG) and of
the famous Knizhnik-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov (KPZ) relation [100], adapted to the
Schramm-Loewner Evolution (SLE) [130]. This will in particular be useful in the case of
polymer networks at the Θ-point in two-dimensions. This approach is naturally related
to multiple SLE theory [9, 14, 44, 92, 101, 102, 103, 147, 148] (For a recent mathematical
perspective, see [118, 119].)
3.1. A short survey
In two-dimensions, the bulk conformal weights (1
2
)xL, and surface conformal weights x
S
L,
associated with L−vertices, are explicitly given by
xL =
1
48
(3L− 2)(3L+ 2), xSL =
1
8
L(3L+ 2), (23)
with 1/ν = 2 − x2 = 4/3. (See Refs. [116, 117] for the L = 1, 2 bulk cases, Ref. [20]
for the L = 1 boundary case, and [123, 124, 66, 5, 61] for the general bulk case, and
[71, 93, 17, 18, 6, 82, 61] for the general boundary case). In d-dimensions, they have the
general form [55],
xL = x
B
L + x
′
L, x
S
L = x
S,B
L + x
′S
L ,
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where the first terms are the Brownian scaling dimensions (12), whereas the second
ones, x′L, x
′S
L , represent the anomalous contributions from self- and mutual avoidance.
At first orders in ε := 4− d, the latter are [30, 55]
x′L =
ε
8
L(L− 1) +
(ε
8
)2 L
4
(−8L2 + 33L− 23)+O(ε3),
and
x′SL =
ε
8
L(L− 2) +O(ε2), (24)
while being also explicitly known to next order in ε [33, 34, 35, 82, 84, 127]. For d ≥ 4,
x′L = 0, x
′S
L = 0, with known logarithmic corrections to Brownian network partition
functions at d = 4 [55].
As we have seen, Eqs. (9), (10), and (18) naturally hold in the case of random
walks or Brownian chains, for which ν = 1/2 and the scaling exponents take the above
mentioned Brownian values (12). They also hold in the mixed case of a network made
of mutually-avoiding (M) random walks or Brownian chains, for which the bulk and
surface scaling exponents are in two-dimensions [68, 56, 106, 107]
xML =
1
12
(4L2 − 1), xM,SL =
1
3
L(2L+ 1). (25)
In d = 4− ε dimensions the bulk exponent is [53]
xML = x
B
L +
ε
4
L(L− 1)−
(ε
4
)2
L(L− 1)(2L− 5) +O(ε3),
while for d ≥ 4, xML = xBL and xM,SL = xS,BL , with known logarithmic corrections at d = 4
[53].
Notice that for SAWs, as announced in Section 2.4, the 2-leg Dirichlet surface
exponent in two-dimensions is from (23) xS2 = 2 = d = x
S,B
2 , i.e., the Brownian one, in
agreement with Eq. (22), and that in d-dimensions, the anomalous addition x′SL (24)
to the Brownian surface exponent vanishes for L = 2 at first-order (as it does to all
orders).
At the special transition point, the scaling dimensions xSL (23) are replaced by their
values in two-dimensions, obtained in Refs. [83, 7, 8, 149] (see [93] for the L = 1 case
and see also [17, 18, 54]),
xSL(sp) =
3
8
L2 − 3
4
L+
1
3
. (26)
3.2. LQG-KPZ derivation of 2D exponents
3.2.1. Introduction. In [61, 62], a systematic way is provided to compute critical expo-
nents of SLE (i.e., of the O(n) or Potts models in two-dimensions), by extensively using
a technique imported from Liouville quantum gravity. It consists in calculating similar
“quantum” exponents as measured with the LQG random measure (which represents
the random area measure generated in a 2D critical random lattice). Then, Euclidean
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critical exponents, as defined with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure in the plane,
are expressed in a unique way in terms of the former quantum ones via the celebrated
KPZ relation [100, 32, 39]. The interest of the method is that some quantum exponents
can be calculated using random matrix theory (RMT), as was originally done in the
late ’80s [99, 66, 67]. Furthermore, as shown in [134, 69], they enjoy fundamental con-
formal welding properties (by “cutting and gluing”), which make their computation
remarkably simple, and this without recourse to RMT nor Coulomb gas methods. The
KPZ relation has been mathematically proven in various settings in the last decade
[77, 78, 122, 70, 63, 3], and, as we shall se below, the quantum gravity techniques ad-
vocated here [59, 60, 61, 62] are part and parcel of the conformal welding of so-called
quantum wedges and cones, introduced in the recent mathematical theory of Liouville
quantum gravity as developed in [69] (see also [64, 95] for introductions).
The Schramm-Loewner Evolution, SLEκ, is a canonical conformally invariant
process in the plane, either in the disk D (called radial), or in the half-plane H (called
chordal) or in the whole-plane C. It crucially depends on a single real parameter κ ≥ 0.
For 0 ≤ κ ≤ 4, the random paths generated are simple, whereas for 4 < κ < ∞ they
continually self-intersect (but do not self-cross). For κ ≥ 8, they are Peano curves in
the plane. The relation to the critical O(n), n ∈ [0, 2], model in the plane is given by
n = −2 cos (4pi/κ), with κ ∈ [8/3, 4] for the dilute critical point, and κ ∈ [4, 8] for the
so-called dense phase of the O(n)-model [60, 61, 98]. For the Potts critical model with
parameter Q ∈ [0, 4], there is complete equivalence to the universality class of the O(n)
dense phase, via the simple identity n =
√
Q [116, 117, 51].
3.2.2. KPZ relation and duality. In Refs. [61, Section 11.1] and [62, Section 10.2], the
following KPZ formulae, adapted to computations with SLEκ, were proposed,
Uκ(∆) = 1
4
∆ (κ∆ + 4− κ) , (27)
Vκ(∆) = Uκ
[
1
2
(
∆ + 1− 4
κ
)]
=
1
16κ
[
κ2∆2 − (4− κ)2] . (28)
Function Uκ transforms SLEκ quantum boundary scaling exponents ∆ into their
Euclidean boundary counterparts, xS = Uκ(∆), whereas function Vκ transforms these
into their Euclidean bulk counterparts, x = 2Vκ(∆) [61, 62]. As explained in detail there,
these were precisely devised to be insensitive to the usual change of parameterization of
Liouville quantum gravity between the κ ∈ [0, 4] and κ ∈ (4,∞) ranges. Actually, for
κ ∈ [0, 4], Eqs. (27) is the usual KPZ relation [78] Uγ(∆) = 14∆ (γ2∆ + 4− γ2), where
γ =
√
κ ∈ [0, 2] is the Liouville measure parameter. When κ ∈ (4,∞), it is the dual
KPZ relation [61, 62, 63, 3, 64] U4/γ(∆), where γ =
√
16/κ ∈ (0, 2).
3.2.3. Multiple SLE exponents. In the case of multiple SLEκ paths originating at a
boundary point in H (Fig 6), the quantum boundary exponent ∆ is built by simply
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Figure 6: L = 3 multiple chordal SLEκ paths rooted at a surface in two-dimensions.
Left: For κ ≤ 4, the paths are simple and do not touch each other, nor the surface
outside of the root. Right: For κ > 4, the chains are non-simple, bounce repeatedly
onto each other and onto the surface.
adding the individual contributions 2/κ of each path separately [61, 62], namely,
∆ = ∆κL := 2L/κ. (29)
Note that for κ ≤ 4, ∆κL is a usual (additive) quantum boundary exponent in LQG,
whereas for κ > 4, it represents the dual quantum boundary exponent that is additive.
(See [61, Section 12.1] and [62, Section 10.5].) This leads to [61, 62, 147, 148]
xS,κL = Uκ(∆κL) =
L
2κ
(2L+ 4− κ) , (30)
xκL = 2Vκ(∆κL) =
1
8κ
[
4L2 − (4− κ)2] . (31)
One must then recall that the boundary behaviour of chordal SLEκ strongly depends
on its phase (Fig. 6): If κ ≤ 4, the random paths do not intersect the boundary line. If
κ > 4, the SLEκ paths continually touch and bounce onto the boundary. Nevertheless,
(30) corresponds in both cases to the ordinary boundary phase for the corresponding
O(n)-model.
3.2.4. Conditioning boundary intersections (κ > 4). Let us introduce the positive
inverse of function Uκ (27),
U−1κ (x) =
1
2κ
(√
16κx+ (4− κ)2 + κ− 4
)
. (32)
As shown in [61, Section 12.1], and [62, Section 10.5], for κ > 4, thus for non-simple
SLEκ>4 paths, one can condition the paths constituting an SLEκ L-star not to intersect
the boundary, by inserting along the boundary ‘point operators’ with a non-vanishing
quantum scaling dimension,
U−1κ (0) = ϑ(κ− 4) (1− 4/κ) , (33)
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Figure 7: L = 3 multiple chordal SLEκ>4 paths in two-dimensions. For κ > 4, they
continually bounce onto themselves and onto each other. The paths can be conditioned
in several ways. Left: Ordinary boundary conditions where the paths repeatedly bounce
onto the surface, with surface exponent xS,κL=3 = x
S,κ
L=3,j=0. Middle left: Mixed boundary
conditions (as marked by one arrow) where the leftmost path is conditioned not to hit
the surface outside the root, with exponent xS,κL=3,j=1. Middle right: The leftmost and
rightmost paths are conditioned not to intersect the boundary, as marked by two arrows,
with exponent xS,κL=3,j=2. Right: Three non-intersection conditions are imposed, resulting
in exponent xS,κL=3,j=3. Each arrow indicates the addition of a unit of quantum dimension
(33) in (34).
where ϑ(x) = 0, x < 0;ϑ(0) = 1/2;ϑ(x) = 1, x > 0, is the Heaviside distribution. For
a total number j ∈ {0, 1, 2} of such insertions, one obtains the first three boundary
conditional cases depicted in Fig 7. This operation can also be performed between any
two paths, which, by conformal invariance, acts in the same way as an insertion in
between the left-most path (or the right-most path) and the boundary (Fig. 7, right-
most case with j = 3). Thus, one can take 0 ≤ j ≤ L + 1 for the boundary case, and
0 ≤ j ≤ L for the bulk case.
For κ > 4, dual quantum boundary dimensions are additive in LQG (See [61,
Section 12.1] and [62, Section 10.5].) This leads us to define a new (dual) quantum
boundary exponent,
∆κL,j := ∆
κ
L + j U−1κ (0) =
2L
κ
+ j ϑ(κ− 4)
(
1− 4
κ
)
, (34)
associated with a boundary-attached L-star, with a number j of arm-splittings.
These dual quantum boundary dimensions now are the seeds to generate Euclidean
boundary and bulk scaling exponents via the (dual) KPZ relation (27),
xS,κL,j := Uκ(∆κL,j) =
1
4
∆κL,j
(
κ∆κL,j + 4− κ
)
=
κ
4
∆κL,j∆
κ
L,j−1, (35)
0 ≤ j ≤ L+ 1,
xκL,j := 2Vκ(∆κL,j) = 2Uκ
[
1
2
(
∆κL,j + 1−
4
κ
)]
= 2Uκ
[
1
2
∆κL,j+1
]
=
κ
8
∆κL,j+1∆
κ
L,j−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ L. (36)
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This gives for κ > 4 the set of explicit Euclidean exponents,
xS,κL,j =
κ
4
∆κL,j∆
κ
L,j−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ L+ 1,
=
1
4κ
[2L+ j (κ− 4)] [2L+ (j − 1) (κ− 4)] , (37)
xκL,j =
κ
8
∆κL,j+1∆
κ
L,j−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ L,
=
1
8κ
[2L+ (j + 1) (κ− 4)] [2L+ (j − 1) (κ− 4)] . (38)
These exponents describe for κ > 4 an L-star SLEκ with j constraints associated with
the conditioning of non-intersection of j pairs of paths or pairs comprised of a path and
a boundary line, either in the chordal setting with 0 ≤ j ≤ L + 1, or in the radial or
whole-plane setting with 0 ≤ j ≤ L [61, 62]. The j = 0, 1 cases of exponents (37) appear
in [148], and the j = 0, 1, 2 cases of exponents (38) in [147].
For j = 0, we recover exponents (30), (31), which together with the j = 1 and
j = 2 cases yield the boundary exponents,
xS,κL,j=0 =
L
2κ
(2L+ 4− κ) , (39)
xS,κL,j=1 =
L
2κ
(2L+ κ− 4) , (40)
xS,κL,j=2 =
1
2κ
(L+ κ− 4) (2L+ κ− 4) . (41)
These exponents will be used later in application to polymers at the Θ-point in two-
dimensions.
3.2.5. Duality and path frontiers. It is known that the external frontier of a non-simple
SLEκ′ process η
′ with κ′ > 4 is a form of simple SLEκ process η with dual parameter
16/κ′ =: κ < 4 [59, 61, 43, 150]. For instance, one has for their respective Hausdorff
dimensions dimH(η
′) = 2− xκ′2 = 1 + κ′/8, and dimH(η) = 1 + 2/κ′ = 2− xκ2 = 1 + κ/8.
Near an ordinary boundary, a similar duality holds. Indeed, for L = 2, Eqs. (39) and
(41) yield the identity
xS,κ
′
L=2,j=2 =
1
2
(κ′ − 2) = 1
κ
(8− κ) = xS,κL=2,j=0. (42)
This means that a non-simple path η′, anchored at a surface and conditioned not to hit
it outside the boundary root, is conformally equivalent to the simple path η made by
its external frontier anchored at the same root.
3.3. Conformal welding of quantum wedges
3.3.1. Introduction. In this section, we shall make use of the formalism of conformal
welding of quantum wedges and cones in Liouville Quantum Gravity (LQG), as
developed in Refs. [134] and [69]. We shall first use it to condition multiple SLEκ
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Figure 8: L = 3 multiple chordal SLEκ≤4 paths in two-dimensions. For κ ≤ 4, the simple
paths do not touch each other, nor the surface. The paths can be conditioned in various
ways. Left: Ordinary boundary conditions where the paths avoid the surface, with
exponent xS,κL . Middle: Conditioning one path (as marked by one arrow) to intersect
the surface. Right: Conditioning two paths (as marked by arrows) to intersect the
surface.
paths for κ ≤ 4, and further show how to recover and interpret the scaling dimensions
(37) and (38) for κ > 4 in that formalism.
We shall need the SLEκ(ρ) process [142, 143, 43], an important variant of the
standard SLEκ process. In its chordal version inH, it has a special point marked near the
origin on ∂H (0+, say), and roughly speaking, the parameter ρ indicates whether there
is an attraction (ρ < 0) to, or a repulsion (ρ > 0) from the half-boundary R+. When
ρ < κ/2− 2 ≤ 0, the corresponding curves will touch the boundary; when ρ > κ/2− 2,
the curves do not touch the boundary except at the end points, as depicted in Fig. 8.
This description of the boundary behaviour of cordal SLEκ(ρ) (with a force point located
at 0+) can be read off from the almost sure Hausdorff dimension of the intersection of
its trace η with the rightmost part of the boundary. For ρ ∈ (−2∨ κ/2− 4, κ/2− 2), it
is [40, 41, 115, 141],
dim(η ∩ R+) = 1− β, β = β(ρ) := 1
κ
(2 + ρ)(2 + ρ+ 2− κ/2), (43)
such that 0 < dim(η ∩ R+) < 1 for ρ ∈ (−2 ∨ κ/2 − 4, κ/2 − 2). For ρ > κ/2 − 2, the
trace does not intersect the boundary. Similarly, one can define a chordal SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2)
process with two force points located at 0− and 0+.
3.3.2. Simple SLE paths (κ ≤ 4). Consider Fig. 8. Here, we view it as depicting a
collection of chordal SLEκ≤4 paths ηi, 1 ≤ i ≤ L. For 2 ≤ i ≤ L−1, the conditional law
of each path ηi, given ηj for j 6= i, is that of an SLEκ in the component of H \ ∪j 6=iηj
between ηi−1 and ηi+1, whereas the conditional law of ηi=1 is that of an SLEκ(ρ1) in the
sector between R− and η2, and the conditional law of ηi=L is that of an SLEκ(ρ2) in the
sector between ηL−1 and R+. The marginal law of ηi for each i = 1, · · · , L is that of an
SLEκ(ρ1 + 2(i− 1), 2(L− i) + ρ2) process. This setting is a slight generalisation of that
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Figure 9: Four quantum wedges conformally welded along boundaries according to their
boundary quantum length, and conformally mapped to H. The images of the interfaces
are coupled SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2) processes.
considered for ρ1 = ρ2 = 0 in [69, Appendix B.4, Figure B.2]. We shall in the sequel use
the terminology and results of Ref. [69]; for smoother introductions, see [64, 95].
As shown in Fig. 9, and explained in [69, Appendix B.4], this collection of SLEκ
paths can be obtained by first considering in LQG a so-called quantum wedge W , made
by gluing together L+1 independent quantum wedgesWi, i = 1, · · · , L+1, of respective
weights W1 = 2 + ρ1, Wi = 2, i = 2, · · ·L, and WL+1 = 2 + ρ2.The conformal welding of
these independent wedges is made according to their γ-LQG boundary length, followed
by a conformal mapping to H. The resulting L interfaces are then represented by the
set ηi, i = 1, · · · , L, of SLEκ curves. The LQG parameter γ which determines the
quantum boundary measure eγh/2dx [77, 78], where h is an instance of the Gaussian
Free Field (GFF) with free boundary conditions, is related to κ by the fundamental
relation [134, 79, 69],
γ =
√
κ ∧ 4√
κ
. (44)
In term of this Liouville parameter γ, the standard KPZ relation is [77, 78, 63, 64]
x = Uγ(∆) :=
γ2
4
∆2 +
(
1− γ
2
4
)
∆, (45)
∆ = U−1γ (x) =
1
γ
[√
4x+ a2γ − aγ
]
, aγ :=
2
γ
− γ
2
, (46)
and is identical to Eq. (27) in the case κ ≤ 4, where γ2 = κ. This is in particular the
case we are dealing with in this section.
The weight of the wedge W resulting from the welding of independent wedges is
simply the sum of their individual weights,
W =
L+1∑
i=1
Wi = 2(L+ 1) + ρ1 + ρ2. (47)
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According to the LQG formalism (see [69, Section 1.1 and Appendix B]), such a wedge
W of weight W is an α-quantum wedge where
α = γ + 2/γ −W/γ, (48)
such that the Gaussian free field h is locally α-thick (corresponding to a singularity
−α log | · | at the origin). As explained in [78, Eq. (63)] and in [79], a “quantum typical”
point in a random fractal of quantum scaling exponent ∆ is then a point near which
the field is α-thick, with
α = γ(1−∆). (49)
This in turn yields the simple wedge-boundary scaling exponent relation [69],
W = 2 + γ2∆. (50)
Here the quantum typical point is the origin of the L-multiple SLE curves, the marked
point of quantum wedge W of weight W (47). It has for quantum boundary scaling
exponent ∆ = ∆κL(ρ1, ρ2), where
∆κL(ρ1, ρ2) :=
1
γ2
(W − 2) = 2L
κ
+
1
κ
(ρ1 + ρ2), (51)
where use was made of γ2 = κ from Eq. (44) for κ ≤ 4. By using the KPZ relation
(27), we therefore get the set of Euclidean boundary conformal weights,
xS,κL (ρ1, ρ2) := Uκ(∆κL(ρ1, ρ2)) =
1
4κ
(2L+ ρ1 + ρ2)(2L+ ρ1 + ρ2 + 4− κ), (52)
which correspond to the boundary scaling behaviour of the set of L-multiple chordal
SLEκ paths ηi, i = 1, · · · , L (Figs. 8 and 9). As already shown in [69, Appendix B.6],
we recover for L = 2, ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ, the scaling exponent x
S,κ
2 (ρ, ρ) = β(ρ) that gives the
Hausdorff dimension (43) of the boundary intersection of SLEκ(ρ).
3.3.3. Non-simple SLE paths near a boundary (κ > 4). Consider again Fig. 7, and the
collection it depicts of SLEκ>4 non-simple paths ηi, i = 1, · · · , L, in clockwise order,
and with the further convention that η0 = R− and ηL+1 = R+. Here, following
[69, Appendices B.2, B.4, B.5] we view their configuration in H as resulting from
the conformal welding of a set of 2L + 1 independent quantum wedges, followed by
a conformal map to H (Fig. 10). These wedges are of two main types. Wedges Wi, i =
1, · · · , L, represent the regions surrounded by the non-simple paths ηi, i = 1, · · · , L, i.e.,
the wedges located in between the left and right boundary of each path ηi. Each of
them has weight Wi = 2− γ2/2 [69]. They are separated from the boundary and from
each other by another set of wedges W˜`, ` = 1, · · ·L+ 1, interspersed in between wedges
Wi, i = 1, · · · , L. The wedge W˜`=i represents the quantum space in between the right
boundary of ηi and the left boundary of ηi+1. If the latter two are free to be in contact,
the weight of W˜i is W˜i = γ2 − 2, whereas if ηi and ηi+1 are conditioned not to hit each
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2− γ2
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Figure 10: Boundary cases for L = 1 and j ∈ {0, 1, 2} in Section 3.3.3: A quantum
wedge W1 of weight W1 = 2 − γ2/2 (in blue) is associated with the region surrounded
by a non-simple SLEκ>4 path η1, whose left and right boundaries are represented as
thick lines with arrows (in dark blue). Wedges W˜`=1,2 (in light or bright yellow) have
weights W˜`=1,2 equal to either γ
2 − 2 or 2 depending on whether η1 is unconditioned or
conditioned not to intersect the corresponding half-boundary, respectively.
other, the weight is W˜i = 2 [69, Appendix 4]. Equivalently, the conditional law of ηi
is that of an SLEκ(κ − 4) if it is simply conditioned not to intersect ηi−1, and that of
an SLEκ(κ − 4, κ − 4) if it does not intersect both ηi−1 and ηi+1 [43, 114]. Let us now
assume that there is a number j, 0 ≤ j ≤ L+ 1, of such conditionings. In Fig. 7, these
conditionings are represented by arrows located in between SLE paths, while in Fig. 10,
they correspond to the presence of wedges of weight 2.
The resulting wedge W has for its weight the sum of individual weights,
W = L(2− γ2/2) + (L+ 1− j)(γ2 − 2) + 2j (53)
= Lγ2/2 + (4− γ2)j + γ2 − 2.
The relation (50) between a quantum wedge weight W and the corresponding boundary
quantum scaling exponent ∆ yields for the weight (53) a boundary quantum scaling
exponent ∆ = ∆L,j,
∆L,j :=
1
γ2
(W − 2) = L
2
+ (j − 1)
(
4
γ2
− 1
)
. (54)
Recall that exponents ∆κL,j in Eq. (34) are for κ > 4 dual quantum dimensions. By
definition [61, 62, 63], the dual ∆˜ of a quantum scaling exponent ∆ obeys
γ(1−∆) = (4/γ)(1− ∆˜). (55)
The relation (50) between a quantum wedge weight W and the corresponding boundary
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quantum scaling exponent ∆ thus becomes for its dual ∆˜ [64, Appendix B.3],
W = γ2 − 2 + 4∆˜. (56)
Therefore, the weight (53) yields a dual boundary quantum scaling exponent ∆˜ = ∆˜L,j,
where
∆˜L,j :=
1
4
(W + 2− γ2) = γ
2
8
L+ j
(
1− γ
2
4
)
. (57)
Using now (44) for κ > 4 gives γ2 = 16/κ, and we get the pair of dual boundary
quantum scaling dimensions,
∆L,j =
L
2
+ (j − 1)
(κ
4
− 1
)
, (58)
∆˜L,j =
2L
κ
+ j
(
1− 4
κ
)
= ∆κL,j, (59)
where, as expected, Eq. (59) coincides with Eq. (34) for the dual quantum dimension.
Finally, using either the standard KPZ relation (45) for the standard quantum
dimension (58), or equivalently, its dual version (27) for the dual dimension (59), we get
xS,κL,j = Uγ (∆L,j) = Uκ
(
∆κL,j
)
=
1
4κ
[2L+ j (κ− 4)] [2L+ (j − 1) (κ− 4)] , (60)
which coincides with Eq. (37).
2
γ2−2
2− γ2
2
2− γ2
2
Figure 11: Bulk case for L = 2 and j = 1 in Section 3.3.4: Two quantum wedges
Wi=1,2 of weight Wi=1,2 = 2 − γ2/2 (in blue and cyan) are associated with the regions
surrounded by two non-simple SLEκ>4 paths ηi=1,2, whose left and right boundaries are
represented as thick lines with arrows (in dark blue). Wedge W˜1 (in light yellow) has
weight W˜1 = γ
2 − 2 because the left boundary of η1 and the right boundary of η2 are
allowed to intersect, while wedge W˜2 (in bright yellow) has weight W˜2 = 2 because the
right boundary of η1 and the left boundary of η2 are conditioned not to intersect.
3.3.4. Non-simple SLE paths in the bulk (κ > 4). Consider the local behaviour of a
collection of L successive whole-plane SLEκ>4 processes ηi, i = 1, · · · , L, near a quantum
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typical multiple point z0 of order L, with a number j, 0 ≤ j ≤ L, of conditionings of
pairs of successive, non-intersecting paths. It can be represented by gluing together 2L
independent wedges of alternating weights 2− γ2/2, for the region surrounded by each
ηi, and either 2 or γ
2 − 2 for the region between ηi and ηi+1, depending on whether the
pair (ηi, ηi+1) is conditioned not to intersect or is not conditioned (Fig 11; see also [69,
Appendix B.5] in the j = 0 case). This yields a total weight,
W = L
(
2− γ
2
2
)
+ 2j + (L− j) (γ2 − 2) = Lγ2
2
+ j(4− γ2). (61)
By the conformal welding theory in Liouville quantum gravity [69, Proposition (7.16)],
gluing together these 2L wedges yields a so-called α-quantum cone associated with a
local singularity −α log | · −z0| near the L-multiple point z0, where
α := Q− W
2γ
, Q :=
γ
2
+
2
γ
.
Its explicit value is here,
α =
2
γ
+
γ
2
− γ
4
L−
(
2
γ
− γ
2
)
j. (62)
Finally, let ∆ = ∆◦L,j be the bulk quantum dimension associated with this α-cone so
that α = γ(1−∆). We find
∆◦L,j =
L
4
+
1
2
(j − 1)
(
4
γ2
− 1
)
. (63)
Because of Definition (55), the dual dimension ∆˜ of ∆ obeys α = (4/γ)(1− ∆˜), so that
the dual of dimension (63) reads with the help of (62),
∆˜◦L,j = 1−
γ
4
α =
(γ
4
)2
L+
1
2
(j + 1)
(
1− γ
2
4
)
. (64)
These results hold for κ > 4 and γ2 = 16/κ. We thus arrive at the pair of dual bulk
quantum dimensions,
∆◦L,j =
L
4
+
1
2
(j − 1)
(κ
4
− 1
)
, (65)
∆˜◦L,j =
L
κ
+
1
2
(j + 1)
(
1− 4
κ
)
=: ∆◦κL,j, (66)
where we used the dual version to define ∆◦κL,j in (66), in accordance with the definition
of the dual dimension ∆κL,j in Eq. (59). We thus have the relationship between the
quantum boundary and bulk dimensions (58) and (65), or between their respective
duals (59) and (66),
∆L,j = 2∆
◦
L,j, (67)
∆κL,j = ∆˜L,j = 2∆˜
◦
L,j − (1− γ2/4) = 2∆◦κL,j − (1− 4/κ), (68)
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in full agreement with previous results for the dense phase of the O(n) model and for
SLEκ>4 non-simple paths. (See [61, Section 10.3, Equations (10.23) and (10.24); Section
11.1, Equation (11.2)].)
Finally, using either the standard KPZ relation (45) for the standard bulk quantum
dimension (63) or (65), or equivalently, its dual versions (27) and (28) for the dual
dimensions (66) and (59), we get the corresponding set of bulk Euclidean scaling
dimensions,
xκL,j = 2Uγ
(
∆◦L,j
)
= 2Uκ
(
∆◦κL,j
)
= Vκ
(
∆κL,j
)
=
1
8κ
[2L+ (j + 1) (κ− 4)] [2L+ (j − 1) (κ− 4)] , (69)
which coincides with Eq. (38), as expected.
3.4. Special boundary conditions
In this section, we shall recast results known for the special surface transition of the
O(n) model at its dilute critical point, in terms of the formalism of multiple SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2)
paths, as described in Section 3.3.2 above. For the special surface transition the
boundary L-star exponents xSL(sp) are given by [83, 7, 8, 149]
xSL(sp) =
1
4
g(L+ 1)2 − 3
2
(L+ 1) +
1
4g
[9− (g − 1)2], (70)
with g the Coulomb gas coupling constant such that n = −2 cospig, with 1 ≤ g ≤ 2 at
the dilute critical point. They are also the conformal weights hL+1,3 in terms of the Kac
table hp,q :=
1
4g
[(gp− q)2 − (g − 1)2]. For Schramm-Loewner SLEκ paths, we have here
κ = 4/g with 2 ≤ κ ≤ 4, and get
xSL(sp) =
1
4κ
(2L− κ)(2L+ 4− 2κ) = xS,κL
(
ρ1 = −κ
2
, ρ2 = −κ
2
)
, (71)
in terms of the multiple SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2) exponents (52). We remark that according to
(43) the left- and rightmost paths of the L-star start to touch the boundary for values
ρ1 = ρ2 = κ/2 − 2, whereas the special transition occurs for ρ1 = ρ2 = −κ/2, which
for the range 2 ≤ κ ≤ 4 corresponding to the dilute O(n) model, is a lower value
of the ρ parameter. In terms of that measure, the attraction towards the surface at
the special transition is therefore stronger than for a simple contact of the paths. The
value ρ = −κ/2 agrees with that found in the study of the so-called anisotropic special
transition [33, 36, 37], for the onset value r = 1 of the anisotropy parameter [40, 41, 42].
The Euclidean special boundary exponents (71) are the images by the KPZ function
(27) with γ =
√
κ or (45),
xSL(sp) = Uγ
(
∆SL(sp)
)
= Uκ
(
∆SL(sp)
)
, (72)
of the special quantum boundary dimensions,
∆SL(sp) :=
2L
κ
− 1, (73)
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which thus appear as obtained by a simple−1 shift from the ordinary quantum boundary
dimensions (29) ∆SL(or) := ∆
κ
L = 2L/κ. (For a related treatment by random matrix
techniques of boundary conditions in the O(n) model on a random lattice, see [16].)
3.5. Mixed boundary conditions
Mixed boundary conditions for the dilute critical O(n) model have been considered in
[8, 149], where ordinary and special boundary conditions act on either side of the origin
on the real axis. The local scaling property of an L-arm star anchored at the origin are
then associated with Euclidean mixed boundary exponents xSL(or • sp) that are simply
given by the ordinary ones, xSL(or), shifted by −L/2,
xSL(or) =
1
4
gL2 +
1
2
(g − 1)L, (74)
xSL(or • sp) = xSL(or)−
L
2
=
1
4
gL2 +
1
2
(g − 2)L. (75)
Here again, 1 ≤ g ≤ 2, and these exponents are for SLEκ paths, with 2 ≤ κ = 4/g ≤ 4,
xSL(or) = x
S,κ
L =
L
2κ
(2L+ 4− κ) , (76)
xSL(or • sp) = xSL(or)−
L
2
=
L
κ
(L+ 2− κ) . (77)
Interestingly, there is no natural, nor simple way to write the mixed exponents (77) in
terms of the multiple SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2) exponents (52), except, as we shall see below, for the
SAW value κ = 8/3 of the SLE parameter. Nevertheless, let us introduce a modified
KPZ function Ûγ, to be compared with Uγ (45),
x = Ûγ(∆) :=
γ2
4
∆2 +
(
1− γ
2
2
)
∆, (78)
∆ = Û−1γ (x) =
1
γ
[√
4x+ aˆ2γ − aˆγ
]
, aˆγ := aγ − γ
2
=
2
γ
− γ. (79)
We then observe that the exponents (77) are the images by Ûγ of the quantum boundary
dimensions (29) ∆ = ∆S,κL = 2L/κ, with, as before, γ
2 = κ. We thus have in parallel,
xSL(or) = Uγ
(
2L/κ
)
, xSL(or • sp) = Ûγ
(
2L/κ
)
. (80)
In the LQG rigorous approach to the KPZ relation developed in [77, 78, 63, 64], the
boundary Liouville quantum measure, formally written as µh = e
γh/2dx in terms of the
free boundary GFF h, is properly defined as the weak limit [78],
µh(x) := lim
ε→0
µhε(x) := lim
ε→0
εγ/4eγhε(x)/2dx, (81)
where hε(x) is the average value of h on a semicircle of radius ε centered at x ∈ ∂H.
The renormalisation factor in (81) actually is εγ/4 = 1/
(
E
[
e(γ/2)hε(x)
])
, since on the
boundary, Varhε(x) = −2 log ε. By following the proof of boundary KPZ in [78, Section
6] or [63, Section 18.5] [64], one can then show that the modified KPZ function (78) with
the shift aγ 7→ aˆγ = aγ−γ/2 in (79), is precisely obtained by a deterministic shift of the
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GFF h in the Liouville quantum boundary measure, as h 7→ hˆ := h − (γ/2) log | · |. In
turn, this shift exactly suppresses in µhˆε(0) the renormalisation factor, making the limit
boundary measure highly singular at the origin, which is precisely where the boundary
conditions change.
3.6. Self-avoiding walks
Let us now turn to the case of polymers, which can be either SAWs, or Brownian paths,
or Θ-point polymer chains.
3.6.1. L-walk exponents. The case of SAWs, or the physical case of polymer chains in
a good solvent, is well-known to correspond to the dilute critical point of the O(n = 0)
model in two-dimensions [88, 91, 30, 116, 117], with its scaling limit conjectured [61, 110]
to be SLEκ for κ = 8/3, in agreement with Eqs. (23), (30) and (31). Let us first return
to mixed boundary exponents. Because of expression (71) for the special ones, and from
the comparison of the last two cases in Fig. 8, it would at first seem natural to expect
the mixed boundary exponents to be given by (52) for ρ1 = −κ/2 and ρ2 = 0, as
xS,κL (−κ/2, 0) =
1
4κ
(2L− κ/2)(2L+ 4− 3κ/2), (82)
but the latter exponents clearly differ from (77). However, for the particular case of
SLEκ=8/3, that in particular enjoys the restriction property [142], that identification
holds, and we do have for (77) at κ = 8/3, xSL(o • s) = xS,κ=8/3L (−4/3, 0). For SAWs, we
thus have the explicit set of bulk and boundary exponents,
xL = x
κ=8/3
L =
1
48
(3L− 2)(3L+ 2), (83)
xSL(or) = x
S,κ=8/3
L = x
S,κ=8/3
L (0, 0) =
L
8
(3L+ 2) , (84)
xSL(o • s) = xS,κ=8/3L (−κ/2, 0) =
L
8
(3L− 2) , (85)
xSL(sp) = x
S,κ=8/3
L (−κ/2,−κ/2) =
1
24
(3L− 4) (3L− 2) . (86)
As indicated before, these exponents are, respectively, the SAW bulk exponents
[116, 117, 123, 124, 57, 61], the ordinary surface exponents of Refs. [71, 6, 57, 61],
the mixed ordinary-special exponents of Refs. [8, 149], and the SAW special surface
exponents (26) of Refs. [83, 7, 8, 149].
3.6.2. Crossover exponent at the special transition. The crossover exponent φ is by
definition such that the number of adsorbed vertices Nads of a SAW, or of a self-avoiding
polygon (SAP), of length N scales at the special transition as Nads ∝ Nφ. Since the early
works on the special transition of the two-dimensional critical O(n) model [17, 18, 83],
it has been known that φ = 1/2 for any n. Consider then a partly adsorbed SAW (or
SAP) η, of Euclidean size R. We have the scaling laws Nads ∝ RDads and N ∝ RD,
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where the special surface Hausdorff dimension Dads := dim(η ∩ R) and bulk Hausdorff
dimension D := dim(η) are respectively given by Eq. (86) as Dads = 1− xS2 (sp) = 2/3,
and by Eq. (83) as D = 2−xκ=8/32 = 4/3. These results are in complete agreement with
the expected crossover relation Dads = φD = D/2.
3.7. Multi-bridges
The scaling theory for multi-bridge polymer networks given in Section 2.2 can now be
applied with the SAW exponents just obtained. As an example, consider the L-star
boundary configurations as shown in Fig. 8, and imagine that each arm separately
obeys a bridge constraint. We get the configuration exponents
γL,b(·) = ν
[
2L− LxS1 (or)− xSL(·)
]
, (87)
where (·) represents either (or), or (o • s), or (sp). We thus arrive at the L-bridge
exponents,
γL,b(or) =
9
32
L (3− L) , γL,b(o • s) = 3
32
L (13− 3L) (88)
γL,b(sp) =
1
32
(51L− 9L2 − 8). (89)
For L = 1, we recover the ordinary single bridge configuration exponent γb = 9/16 of
Refs [80, 65], and get the new bridge exponents,
γb(o • s) = 15/16; γb(sp) = 17/16, (90)
at the mixed and special transition points, respectively.
3.8. Brownian paths exponents
Let us simply remark here that for κ = 8/3, the KPZ relations (27) also encompass
the case of two-dimensional Brownian paths, and help calculating exponents describing
various constraints acting on those paths, such as in the case of mutually-avoiding
random walks [104, 56, 57, 106, 107, 108, 109, 61, 62]. For example, the quantum
boundary scaling exponent of a single Brownian path avoiding the boundary is ∆M1 = 1,
and for L mutually-avoiding paths, quantum boundary additivity gives
∆ML = L∆
M
1 = L, (91)
which replaces value (29) for L mutually-avoiding SAWs. The KPZ relation (27) then
gives
xM,SL := Uκ=8/3(∆ML ) =
1
3
L (2L+ 1) ,
xML := 2Vκ=8/3(∆ML ) =
1
12
(
4L2 − 1) , (92)
i.e., the planar Brownian intersection exponents (25).
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4. Polymer Θ-point in two dimensions
4.1. Introduction
Let us finally consider polymers at the tricritical Θ-point [85, 89, 91, 10] in two-
dimensions. In Ref. [72], a polymer chain model, inspired by [31], of annealed
percolating vacancies on the hexagonal lattice, where the percolation transition
corresponds to the tricritical Θ-point in two-dimensions, was studied by Coulomb gas
methods. A discussion followed about a possible distinction between this so-called
Θ′-point model, which is effectively associated with nearest-neighbour and a subset of
next-nearest-neighbour contacts, and the usual Θ-point model [121, 73, 131, 74, 75, 113,
76, 133, 138, 86, 137]. This was reinforced by the fact that the boundary exponents,
γΘ1 = 8/7 and γ
Θ
11 = 4/7 initially proposed in [73], actually correspond to the special
transition Θ-point, not the ordinary one, as was finally recognized by Seno, Stella and
Vanderzande [138, 137], who further argued that the ordinary transition exponents are
γΘ1 (ord) = 4/7 and γ
Θ
11(ord) = −4/7. A different model was also proposed [140], but it
appears to belong to a different, less stable, universality class [139], and the fact that
the Θ′- and Θ-universality classes are the same is nowadays numerically well-verified
(see, e.g., [19, 13]) and generally accepted.
4.2. Theta-point multiple chain exponents
Let us now use the results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 to obtain the set of critical exponents
of SAWs at their Θ-point in two-dimensions. In the model of Ref. [72], the polymer
chains have the same geometrical fractal properties as the hulls of percolating vacancies
on the hexagonal lattice. Coulomb gas methods then yield for the percolation hull a
fractal dimension DH = 7/4, hence a correlation length exponent ν
Θ = 4/7 for the
polymer chains [125, 72]. Thanks to work by S. Smirnov [135], the scaling limit of
critical percolation on the hexagonal lattice is now rigorously proven to be described by
SLEκ=6. We therefore get from (37) and (38)
xS,κ=6L,j =
1
6
(L+ j) (L+ j − 1) , 0 ≤ j ≤ L+ 1, (93)
xκ=6L,j =
1
12
(L+ j + 1) (L+ j − 1) , 0 ≤ j ≤ L. (94)
Specifying to the cases described in Fig. 7 gives
xκ=6L,j=0 =
1
12
(
L2 − 1) , (95)
xS,κ=6L,j=0 =
1
6
L (L− 1) , (96)
xS,κ=6L,j=1 =
1
6
L (L+ 1) , (97)
xS,κ=6L,j=2 =
1
6
(L+ 1) (L+ 2) . (98)
Note that in (95) and (97) we recover precisely the percolation path-crossing exponents,
first derived in Ref. [1] (see also [58]). When considering the largest possible values
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j = L+ 1 in (93) and j = L (94), one gets
xκ=6L,j=L =
1
12
(
4L2 − 1) , (99)
xS,κ=6L,j=L+1 =
1
3
L (2L+ 1) , (100)
which correspond exactly to the planar Brownian intersection exponents (25) xML and
xM,SL . The reason is that each SLE6 path has for each outer boundary a version of
SLE8/3, in the same way as a Brownian path hull does, so that they are conformally
equivalent here [112, 105, 57, 106, 107, 108, 109, 61, 62].
Recalling the discussion of Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3 about the boundary intersection
of non-simple SLEκ>4 curves (Fig. 7), and applying it to κ = 6, i.e., to Θ-polymer chains,
we are led to identify the j = 0 case as corresponding to the special transition, the j = 1
case to the mixed ordinary-special transition, and finally the j = 2 case to the ordinary
surface transition of Θ-polymer chains. This can be summarised as,
xΘL =
1
12
(
L2 − 1) , (101)
xΘ,SL (sp) =
1
6
L (L− 1) , (102)
xΘ,SL (o • s) =
1
6
L (L+ 1) , (103)
xΘ,SL (or) =
1
6
(L+ 1) (L+ 2) . (104)
One observes the shift relations,
xΘ,SL (o • s) = xΘ,SL+1(sp), xΘ,SL (or) = xΘ,SL+2(sp).
The second shift, L 7→ L + 2, to reach the ordinary case from the special one, is in
full agreement with the result of Ref. [137], xΘ,SL=1(ord) = x
Θ,S
L=3(sp) = 1. As shown in
that work [137], it is due to the fact that for the Θ-point model of percolating vacancies
[72], the vacancies exert an effective attraction to the boundary, setting the polymer
chains right at the special transition. In the case of an L-chain ‘watermelon’, terminally
attached to the surface, the ordinary transition can then be mimicked by including its
chains inside a single percolating cluster, thus adding the latter’s two hull boundaries as
two extra Θ-point chains. Finally, note that for L = 2, the surface duality equation (42)
gives for the ordinary surface Θ-point exponent, xΘ,SL=2(or) = x
S,κ′=6
L=2,j=2 = x
S,κ=8/3
L=2,j=0 = 2 = d,
in full agreement with Eq. (22) and the discussion in Section 2.4.
4.3. Polymer networks and multi-bridges at the Θ-point
The scaling theory developed in Section 2.2 applies equally well to the Θ-point
conditions, and Eqs. (18), (20) and (21) remain valid, with d = 2, and the identifications
ν ≡ νΘ, and xL ≡ xΘL (101)), xSL ≡ xΘ,SL (or) (104), and xSL(sp) ≡ xΘ,SL (sp) (102).
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4.3.1. Single chain entropic exponents. There is a scaling relation, due to Barber [2],
2γ1 − γ11 = γ + ν, (105)
which directly follows from (9), holds independent of dimension, and is also valid at the
Θ-point, both at the ordinary and special transitions. For terminally attached walks
(TAWs) and arches, as well as for single bridges, L = 1, and from ((101)), (102) and
(104) we find xΘ1 = 0, x
Θ,S
1 (or) = 1, and x
Θ,S
1 (sp) = 0.
This gives γΘ = νΘ[2 − 2xΘ1 ] = 8/7, γΘ1 (or) = νΘ[2 − xΘ1 − xΘ,S1 (or)] = 4/7, and
γΘ11(or) = ν
Θ[1− 2xΘ,S1 (or)] = −4/7. Similarly, at the special transition, we immediately
obtain γΘ1 (sp) = ν
Θ[2 − xΘ1 − xΘ,S1 (sp)] = 8/7, and γΘ11(sp) = νΘ[1 − 2xΘ,S1 (sp)] = 4/7.
These results imply the Barber scaling relation above, and its extension to the exponents
at the Θ-point ordinary and special transitions.
⊗⊗ ⊗
Figure 12: A polymer chain at the Θ-point anchored at a surface, in a bridge
configuration in two-dimensions, which corresponds to ordinary boundary conditions
as marked by two arrows near the topmost virtual line. Left: Ordinary b.c.’s yield
the bridge exponent γΘb (or). Middle: Mixed b.c.’s yield the bridge exponent γ
Θ
b (o • s).
Right: Special b.c.’s yield the bridge exponent γΘb (sp).
4.3.2. Single bridge at the ordinary transition. Turning now to bridges, a single bridge
at the ordinary transition point can be considered as a TAW rooted at the surface,
but with end-point free to move in the bulk, provided it lies in a parallel surface at
maximal spacing between the two surfaces (Fig. 12). We obtain from (21) that it can
be described as a network with V = 1, VS = 1, N = 1, n1 = 0, and nS1 = 1, nb1 = 1,
and all other L-vertex numbers vanishing for L ≥ 2. This gives the exponent for single
ordinary transition bridges as (hereafter dropping (or))
γΘb = ν
Θ[2− 2xΘ,S1 ] = γΘ11 + νΘ = 0. (106)
4.3.3. The special transition. For the special transition, the origin vertex has for surface
exponent xΘ,S1 (sp) (Fig. 12). In this way we find the special bridge exponent,
γΘb (sp) = ν
Θ[2− xΘ,S1 − xΘ,S1 (sp)] =
4
7
.
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From the above, we also obtain the special transition scaling relation [65],
γΘb (sp) =
1
2
[
γΘ11(sp) + γ
Θ
11
]
+ νΘ. (107)
4.3.4. Mixed boundary conditions. When the attachment vertex is of mixed ordinary-
special type, with exponent xΘ,S1 (o • s) = 1/3 (Fig. 12), we get
γΘ1 (o • s) = νΘ[2− xΘ1 − xΘ,S1 (o • s)] =
20
21
, (108)
γΘb (o • s) = νΘ[2− xΘ,S1 − xΘ,S1 (o • s)] =
8
21
. (109)
4.3.5. L-multi-bridge. As an application of the scaling theory developed in Section 2.2,
i.e., Eqs. (18), (20) and (21), to Θ-point conditions, consider for exemple the simple
case depicted in Fig. 7. Assume all chains to be in Θ-point conditions, and all the
L-bulk single vertices to be local bridge vertices. This L-bridge configuration gives rise
to configurational exponents,
γΘL,b(·) = νΘ
[
2L− LxΘ,S1 − xΘ,SL (·)
]
, (110)
where (·) represents either (sp), or (o • sp), or (or), depending on the boundary
conditions. Eqs. (101), (102) (103) and (104) yield the explicit L-bridge exponents,
γΘL,b(sp) =
2
21
L(7− L), γΘL,b(o • s) =
2
21
L(5− L), (111)
γΘL,b(or) =
2
21
(3L− L2 − 2). (112)
5. Numerical results
A number of the scaling relations given above can be compared to recent numerical
work in a number of papers. The exponent for bridges at the ordinary transition has
been calculated by both series and Monte Carlo methods in two- and three-dimensions
by Clisby et al. in [26]. They found γb(2d) = 9/16, and γb(3d) = 0.198352± 0.000027.
These are completely consistent with the scaling relation γb = γ11 + ν given in Eq. (6).
At the special transition, the scaling relation for bridges predicts γb(sp) = 17/16
for the two-dimensional case, and γb(sp) ≈ 0.746 for the three-dimensional case. The
result for the two dimensional case has been confirmed by a recent series analysis study
[13]. Furthermore, the epsilon expansion, given in [65] gives the values γb(sp) = 1.164
and γb(sp) = 0.760 respectively for the exponents in two- and three-dimensions. This is
very satisfactory agreement.
For bridges at the theta-point, Beaton et al [13] found γΘb = 0.00 ± 0.03 which is
in perfect agreement with the prediction given in Eq. (106) that this exponent should
be precisely zero. For γΘ1 Seno and Stella [132] estimated γ
Θ
1 = 0.57 ± 0.09 based on a
Monte Carlo analysis. Series analysis estimates have been given by Foster et al. in [86]
of 0.57±0.02 while Beaton et al. [13] used longer series to estimate γΘ1 = 0.55±0.03. All
these estimates are in good agreement with the calculation here that gives γΘ1 = 4/7.
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For self-avoiding polygons partly adsorbed at the special transition, the situation
presents an interesting subtlety. In two-dimensions, we find from Eq. 26 xS2 (sp) = 1/3,
and since γp(sp) = −ν xS2 (sp) and ν = 3/4, we obtain the prediction γp(sp) = −1/4.
In [94] careful series analysis gave the estimate γ̂p ≈ −0.754, suggesting that the exact
value should be γ̂p = −3/4.
This apparent discrepancy arises due to the way that monomer contacts should be
counted in the case of the special transition. If a polygon of N sites has m surface
contacts, one can either give the polygon a weight 1 or a weight m. In [94] a polygon
with m monomers in the surface was given a weight 1. In the ordinary-transition case
this makes no difference, as when the surface fugacity a is less than the critical fugacity
ac, only a microscopic fraction of the N monomers are in the surface. However at the
special transition, one expects a typical value m ∝ Nφ = N1/2, because the crossover
exponent is exactly φ = 1/2 for any dilute critical O(n) model [17, 18, 83]. Thus,
introducing the weight m, which corresponds to the number of possible choices of the
2-leg root vertex in the partly adsorbed configuration of the polygon, should change the
configuration exponent by +1/2. We checked that a reanalysis of the series with weight
m yields a configuration exponent −0.254 close to the expected −1/4, which accounts
for the apparent discrepancy.
Moreover, we remark that Eq. 85 gives the mixed boundary 2-leg exponent
xS2 (or • sp) = 1, which in turn yields γp(or • sp) = −ν xS2 (or • sp) = −3/4. It is
thus tantalising to conclude that the measured value γ̂p ≈ −0.754 in [94] precisely
corresponds to the prediction γ̂p = γp(or • sp) instead of γp(sp). A partly adsorbed
polygon configuration, when counted with weight 1, can in fact be associated with
that of a polygon with mixed boundary conditions, by viewing the leftmost boundary
vertex of the polygon as a point where the boundary conditions change from ordinary
to special (or, equivalently, by seeing the rightmost boundary vertex as the point where
the boundary conditions change from special to ordinary).
6. Conclusion
We have given several examples showing how the theory of the critical behaviour of
d-dimensional polymer networks [50, 71, 55] can be extended to the situation of bridges
where the chains lie between two parallel hyper-planes. We have generalized the findings
of our earlier work [65] to the case of multi-bridges where several multi-chain vertices
are in local bridge configurations. The exact scaling laws for two-dimensional confined
polymer networks made of either self-avoiding walks, or mutually-avoiding walks, or
Θ-point walks, either at the ordinary, or special, or mixed surface transitions, are given.
All sets of multiple-path Euclidean scaling exponents are described from a unified SLE
perspective, via the canonical use of the fundamental KPZ relation between Euclidean
and Liouville quantum gravity exponents. We also give supportive results based on
series and Monte Carlo enumeration data.
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